If you have any questions or problems concerning your hospital bed, please call

In the Portland Metro Area:  
(503) 215-4663

In Oregon and SW Washington:  
(800) 762-1253
HOSPITAL BEDS

PURPOSE:
A hospital bed is designed to allow you positioning not possible in a home-style bed. By using the features of the bed, you can be supported in a position that will allow you to breathe and rest more comfortably as well as get in and out of bed more easily.

YOUR BED:
You physician has prescribed a _______________ Style bed for your needs. Please refer to the section describing this style bed for instructions.

CLEANING AND SERVICE:
A common household cleaner can be used to keep the bed clean. If you have any problems with the bed, call us for assistance.

BED STYLES

MANUAL HOSPITAL BED
All controls are operated manually.
1. Lock the bed in desired location by depressing the levers on the casters located at the foot and head of the bed.
2. At the end of the bed are three cranks, which control the functions of the bed. Turning the crank clockwise will raise that portion of the bed; turning the crank counter-clockwise will lower it. After usage, fold crank under bed.

SPECIFICATIONS: 88” Long X 36” Wide

CAUTION: KEEP HANDS AND OBJECTS CLEAR OF THE BED WHEN MAKING ADJUSTMENTS.

FULL ELECTRIC HOSPITAL BED
All controls are operated electrically.
1. Lock the bed in the desired location by depressing the levers on the casters.
2. The button marked ▲ on the hand control will raise and the button marked ▼ will lower the head, foot or entire bed.
3. In the event of power failure, an emergency crank can be used, which is tucked between the mattress and spring. Pull out the crank and turn clockwise to raise, counter-clockwise to lower.

SPECIFICATIONS: 88” Long X 36” Wide

CAUTION: IF YOUR BED HAS SIDE RAILS, USE THEM AND MAKE CERTAIN THEY ARE LOCKED IN POSITION. DO NOT LIFT UP ON THE BED FRAME, AS IT WILL CAUSE THE FRAME TO DISCONTINUE FROM THE HEAD AND FOOT BOARDS.